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The City of San Antonio has begun a
program that will turn sewage waste into
a money-maker. The San Antonio Water
System plans to sell the methane gas to
Ameresco Inc., an energy company based in
Massachusetts. Steve Clouse, the chief operating ofﬁcer of the San Antonio Water System says that “treating these biosolids [the
sewage] generates an average of 1.5 million
cubic feet of gas a day,” which is enough
to “ﬁll seven commercial blimps or 1,250
tanker trucks each day.” The Water System
will receive up to $250,000 each year for selling at least 900,000 cubic feet of natural gas
to Ameresco, Inc. Clouse also said that this
program will be good for San Antonio’s air
quality, and it puts this renewable energy
resource to work for San Antonio.

America
remembers 9/11

Moments of silence were held nationwide
as the country remembered the seventh
anniversary of the September 11, 2001 attacks, which left nearly 3,000 people dead.
In Washington, D.C., President George Bush
dedicated a memorial to the 184 people
that died at the Department of Defense. In
Manhattan, thousands gathered as a roll
call was read of the 2,751 people that died
in New York. In Shanksville, Penn., a memorial service was also held to honor those that
died aboard United Airlines Flight 93. Presidential candidates Barack Obama and John
McCain gave a joint statement, stating that
they were suspending their political campaigns for the day, out of respect for those
lost on 9/11. As has happened in the past,
two bright blue beams of light will shine
throughout the night in New York, in memory of the destroyed towers.

Fire evacuates
Channel Tunnel

An explosion and ﬁre forced the evacuation of the Channel Tunnel (Chunnel) on
Thursday, September 11. The ﬁre occurred
on a freight shuttle, and the tunnel suffered
serious damage, due to temperatures of
about 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. The closure of the Chunnel left thousands stranded
in London, Paris, and Brussels, and created
a rush to book any remaining seats on airplanes and any remaining rooms in hotels
for alternative arrangements. Only 14 people were injured, mostly from smoke inhalation and from glass injuries. This is the third
major ﬁre since the Chunnel’s opening in
May 1994. The design of the Chunnel permitted a rapid evacuation of those nearest
the source of the ﬁre, due to its emergency
and service tunnel. The Chunnel is not expected to reopen until at least Friday morning.
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A Sorrowful Return to Class
Tim Boyer
Copy Editor

I

n what sadly has
turned into a common
occurrence,
Rose-Hulman has lost another member of the Rose
family. Senior biomedical
engineering major Cory Salem was killed Wednesday,
September 3rd in a motorcycle accident in Bloomington, Indiana It was his 21st
birthday.
During the last academic
year, Rose-Hulman suffered
a bout of tragedy. Three car
accidents left two students
dead and two hospitalized
with serious injuries; another student faced a serious
brain tumor.
According to the report
completed by the Bloomington, Indiana Police Department, on Wednesday,
September 3rd, Cory Salem
was traveling southbound on
North Old State Road 37 in
Bloomington, Indiana around
midday.
According to Whitney Zimmerman, president of the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, of
which Salem was a member,
Salem was with four other
members of Pi Kappa Alpha
and riding fourth of ﬁve riders
the others including Vince Forcellini, Denny Barker, Stephen
Brannan and Jason Kohler.
Zimmerman
continued
to say that despite it being

Salem’s 21st
b i r t h d a y,
all four riders said they
had not been
drinking before then and
had planned
to leave the
celebrations
for later that
night.
“He
was planning
on having a
good
time
that
night
but
there
was
nothing in the
system. That
was not an
issue. That’ll
be
conﬁrmed in the
test results,”
Zimmerman
added.
The police
report states
that “it appears
that
[Salem] was
carrying too
Courtesy of The Pi Kappa ALpha Fraternity
much speed
Cory
G..
Salem,
senior
biomedical
engineering
student, passed away September 3,
into
the
2008
,in
a
tragic
motorcycle
accident
at
the
age
of 21. Cory was a memeber of the
curve, causing him to go Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity and the Biomedical Engineering Society.
left of center,”
about 3 miles
from the downtown area and mated the turn, entering into right side and continue slidabout a half mile from North the path of oncoming trafﬁc. ing across the opposing lane,
State Road 37.
He apparently overcompen- bouncing off the guardrail.
Salem crossed the double sated by cutting right, causContinued on Page 3...
yellow lines, having underesti- ing the bike to fall onto its

Getting to know Cory Salem

Tim Boyer
Copy Editor

W

hat had started
out as covering a
sad story about
a loss of life has now turned
into a posthumous meeting
of a fine young man killed in
a tragic accident, a man this
writer unfortunately never
had the pleasure to meet.
Cory Salem met and had
an impact on many people.
Considering the effect this
young man had on people
here at Rose-Hulman, it becomes hard to fathom the
effect he had on people beyond these hallowed walls,
and the effect he would have
had after graduation.
103 people boarded two
charter buses early Wednes-

day morning, along with
others traveling on their
own, to pay respects to the
young man that had touched
their lives. Of those traveling
to Akron, Ohio was the entire
brotherhood of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Whether in the work place
or spending time with his
fraternity brothers of Pi
Kappa Alpha, he always had
a strong, positive effect on
people. Al Morrison, the Assistant Director of Recreational Sports and Athletic
Facilities at the Sports and
Recreation Center where
Salem was a Building Supervisor, was overly surprised
when he heard about Salem’s
accident. Morrison had a
great respect for and great
memories of Salem.
“He was a real joy to be

around. Every day he came
in with a smile on his face.
Never saw the kid in a bad
mood. I don’t think he had
a mean bone in his body,”
Morrison said. “It was easy
to tell he had a lot of promise. It was one of the ones
that could have done a lot
more than engineering.
“One of the things I will
fondly think about, especially
on Saturdays, is that he would
always schedule himself on
Saturdays, during college
football so he could watch it
on the big screen… I’d come
back in [from an event], and
he’d give me an update; tell
me how Penn State was doing because he knew I was a
big Penn State fan. I’ll miss
that. He was the type of
guy I would’ve been friends
[with] when I was in college,

if we were the same age, and
we didn’t have the professional relationship, without a
doubt.”
Cory Salem also had a very
strong impact on his fraternity. Whitney Zimmerman,
president of Pi Kappa Alpha
had only the best to say about
Salem. “Cory was a good example of what a fraternity can
do for someone. He came and
had a pretty rough start… He
was a very, very friendly and
cohesive person within the
brotherhood. He actually, last
year, he started the brotherhood chair program. [He] was
pretty much someone who
brings people together. He was
very good at bringing people
together and infusing a loving
feeling within people.
Continued on Page 3...
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By Melissa Brumbaugh

DE II

DE I

Calc III

Calc II

Calc I

Shibberu

Rickert

Graves

Carlson

Brooks

6th Hour

5th Hour

4th Hour

2nd Hour

1st Hour

Thorn

Shore

Mason

Liard

Hart

Use the following clues to ﬁgure out which student has which class with which professor at which time.

Aaron
Abby
Greg
Jason
Steve
Calc I
Calc II
Calc III
DE I
DE II
Brooks
1. Jason has Rickert and is in the last class, which is 6th hour.

Carlson
Graves

2. Steve Laird doesn’t have Calc 2 or Carlson.

Rickert

3. Aaron has class before the student who has Brooks and after the student who has Graves.

Shibberu

4. The student with the last name Hart, who doesn’t have Calc 1, has a
1st hour class.

1st Hour
2nd Hour

5. The order of classes are: the one who has Calc 2, Shore, Aaron, the one
who has Calc 1, Thorn.

4th Hour

6. Greg, whose last name isn’t Mason, doesn’t have Calc 3.

5th Hour

7. Abby, who doesn’t have a 2nd hour class, doesn’t have Carlson

6th Hour

8. The student who has Shibberu has class 2 hours after the one who has
DE 2 but 2 hours before the one who has DE 1.

First
Name

Last
Name

Hour

Class Professor

CLASSIFIEDS
House for rent
Very near campus, walk, bike or take your Segway. $800
or best offer, large 3 or 4 bdrm 1.5 bath, attached garage,
all appliances included, cheap heat and AC see it on
Craigslist, email condrawc@rose-hulman.edu or call my
dad 805-212-0242
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Hallympics: A Week in Photos

Return to Classes,
from page 1

Salem slid across the lane as
well before becoming pinned by
the right-front wheel of a pickup
truck approaching from the opposite direction.
The driver of the pickup truck,
Phillip Moeller, saw Salem approaching in his lane and swerved
to his right, trying to avoid him at
the same time, Salem laid his bike
on its right side and began sliding
toward Moeller’s pickup.
Moeller told police that he was
not traveling very fast since he
was looking for a street to turn
onto. He also stated that once he
had come to a stop, people came
up to him and told him to back
up because his truck had pinned
Salem.
Salem was wearing his helmet,

Pictures by Andrew Carlson & Tim Ekl







according to the police report.
According to Zimmerman, Salem who wore the best equipment available to keep him safe.
“He was wearing just about the
best equipment you can buy. [It
was] about a $300 jacket, a riding
jacket with pads and the second
best or tied for the best helmet
you can buy.”
Zimmerman also stated that
Salem commonly took leisurely
rides through the area on his
bike. “We have a bunch of guys
who ride motorcycles. They go
on rides every couple weeks and
his was just another one of those
rides… All [four of the riders that
were with Salem] are experienced
motorcycle riders, just like Cory
was.”





Getting to Know,
from page 1
“He was friends with everyone. People definitely feel
fortunate that they got to know
him. He was a leader in the
sense that he was an underthe-surface leader. He wasn’t
someone in one of those official chairmanship positions,
this was something he created
for himself and created for the
fraternity. But he led within his
relationships throughout the
chapter, so he was definitely
a very important part of the
brotherhood. ”
Jon Kellerman was very close
to Salem. “I only had one sister
and never had a brother and
Cory was a true brother to me”
he shared.
“It’s such a bad run of luck

we’ve had… it’s just unbelievable. And they’re all freak accidents. And the biggest thing it
goes to show us is that we can’t
take anything for granted. At
all. It shows you how fragile life
is,” Morrison added.
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity added this official comment:
“In three short years spent in
Pike, Cory left a profound and
lasting impact on the Brotherhood. Cory’s bright smile,
hearty laugh, and passionate
love for his Brothers live on
through the many lives he
touched. He is and always will
be deeply missed.”
Rose-Hulman is currently
planning a memorial service
that will be held on campus.
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Revolutionary Ideas: Coldplay’s
“Viva la Vida” cries for change!
Ben Collins
Entertainment
Editor
Coming off the success of their
previous three albums, the nowseasoned Coldplay believed it
was time for a change. Ending
what they called their trilogy,
they wished to refresh their musical standards and present the
world with a Coldplay sound different from any previous effort.
“Viva la Vida” or “Death and All of
His Friends” deﬁnitely presents
something long-time fans and
casual listeners will recognize as
iconic Coldplay, but with changes of direction creatively for their
music as a whole.
The ﬁrst change instigated by
“Viva la Vida” is Chris Martin’s
sudden lack of his falsetto presence in every song.
Instead, we receive a more varied voice, deep at some points,
higher at others, but still within
his abilities. “Yes” and “Cemeteries of London” demonstrate his
vocal control as it begins in the
deep, bass-tenor ranges, and
then suddenly jumping to his
more recognizable tenor-soprano singing voice or falsetto only
in the crescendo or with purpose
in the chorus, leaving me speechless and eager to hear more. It
was well done and shows there is
more to Martin than his previous
efforts had indicated.
In addition to a change in vocals, the music and writing have
jumped in complex ways and the
songs now deal with imagery be-

yond “X&Y.” The backing orchestra is well placed and raises the
emotional impact and the mental
perception of the music; a feat, I
feel, that has been accomplished
by only one other album in my
experience, Pink Floyd’s “Dark
Side of the Moon”. The music has
layers and complexities that are
well composed and convey the
writing in ways that Coldplay has
never done before.
The writing itself is very pronounced and, unlike previous efforts, is crafted slowly and promi-

http://www.wikipedia.org

nently, almost driving the listener
to hear each syllable and remember it. In addition to that, the lyrics take on themes I would relate
to the realm of power metal: soldiers in war, conﬂict, and love are
just a few, but it spans the general
imagery of revolution; it could
have been crafted to form a story
which would have been fantastic,
but the album follows the trend
of being more isolated songs. It’s
a shame, because it could have
been better.

My praise being said, this album, while being thoughtful
and a deﬁnite transition, is also
slightly excessive in being experimental. At points in some of
the longer songs (compilations
of main track songs with hidden
tracks) the music ceases to be really enjoyable. These songs being
a small part of the album, each
song at some point loses me and
brings me back in.
Where the album doesn’t deviate from previous Coldplay behavior is in the marketability of
the album as a whole, there are
only a few songs from the album
that are of quality to be great
singles and that I have listened to
consistently. “Lost!,” “Cemeteries
of London” and “Violet Hill” are
the best of the album with “Viva
la Vida” and “Strawberry Spring”
following them. The other songs,
while being good, are hard to listen to on most occasions. There
are still the great qualities mentioned before, but even with the
changes, it doesn’t make great
music and simply feels overly
strained for artistic acknowledgement.
Overall, it’s a good album from
Coldplay and it shows great promise for new things, but it stumbles
slightly. Still, I look forward to the
next album, if not to see further
extents of their creativity.

The Rose Thorn

Aerosmith Takes Up a
Little Plastic Guitar
Ben Collins
Entertainment
Editor
In an attempt from Activision
to build on the platform of the
Guitar Hero license, the first
of what looks to be the beginning of several band-sponsored
games, “Guitar Hero: Aerosmith,” has been unleashed onto
the plastic-guitar playing community.
Initially getting into the game,
it’s readily apparent that this
game is much like “Guitar Hero
III: Legends of Rock” with similar graphics (courtesy the Havok
physics engine) and the graphical user interface and ambiance
of the last installment. Playing
through the two opening act
songs per act, supposedly representing a bulk of inspirations
to the band and fellow touring
bands, there is little difference
between “Guitar Hero: Aerosmith” and “Guitar Hero III;”
however, this still isn’t a bad
thing as the user interface from
“Guitar Hero III” didn’t require
drastic changes.

Writer Rating: 3.5 elephants

The Last Defenses Against The End
Elis Baca
Staff Writer
2007’s Free Comic Book Day
was only the start of the Eisner
Award (look it up) winning series, “The Umbrella Academy.”
The comic released that day was
more teaser than episode, but
the short story titled “…But the
past ain’t through with you” soon
became one of the most soughtafter issues of that time, opening
the series with a bang. Following
this release was the 6-part arc
called “Apocalypse Suite,” which
features our heroes, the Umbrella Academy, in their quest to save
the world.
This team of superheroes was
gathered at birth by their “father” (who may or may not be
an alien) to protect the people
of Earth with their extraordinary
abilities. Though there are seven children, the reader quickly
learns that one of them is, according to daddy, NOT special,
and therefore goes on to despise
her family while always seeking
acknowledgement and approval.
Anger leads to hate, and of course
she crosses over to the dark side,
starts killing people, and brings
forth the apocalypse. GO TEAM!
The graphic novel gathers the
arc which follows this storyline
of destruction, family ties, and
monkeys with doctorates.
Written by Gerard Way, most
commonly known for his work
in My Chemical Romance, the
story explores regular relationships during strange times and
through even stranger circumstances. Although this was Way’s

ﬁrst comic series, it shows he is a
promising young writer. The plot
ﬂows perfectly, from the expressive threats of total annihilation
to the clipped, sardonic captions
of every character which brings
the blackly ironic story to life.
Way captures the voices of these
characters with pure conﬁdence
and takes them on a ride that will
change their lives.
The plot jumps around, but as
with most good stories, the end
wraps up with just enough questions for a good brooding session
afterwards. The humor and invention in the writing also blends
perfectly with artist, Gabriel Bá.
Bá’s style of compact, expressive
lines brings deﬁnition at random
times while continuing to make
the piece work well as a whole.
He tends to leave some frames
with little detail while still maintaining the character’s personalities, and lets the reader’s ﬁll in the
story for themselves.
Gerard Way created this story
of irony and death that ﬁts very
well with this era—just without
all the gruesome death scenes
and murderous robots. Nothing is
as it seems at the Umbrella Academy ranging from the un-special
sister who becomes the ultimate
baddy to the brother and sister
who are ﬁnally expressing their
feelings for each other. Way manages to brings the puzzle together
while still keeping many of the
pieces hidden while exploring
paths that may have been overlooked, like a very old man stuck
in a 10 year-old body or a chimp
as a detective.
When breaking the graphic

Guitar Hero for this expansion;
with “Guitar Hero III,” the content is diverse, but that diversity entails the possibility of truly
overly difficult songs. With this
band-specific game, it allows
for players to find a niche in the
Guitar Hero franchise without
being insurmountable.
The song selection for the
main game list was well done,
if not a little scattered. The final
song is hard enough to be the final challenge, but it isn’t as good
as some other possibilities. If
the Run DMC remake of “Walk
this Way” was the finale, I would
have felt a little more satisfied,
but that’s a minor qualm. There
were also some songs that really
should have been on the game
tracks to even extend the overall
length of the game but, again,
minor qualm-- you can’t always
get what you want.
There was new in-game content, giving a pleasant surprise
to those expecting only a repackaging of the master tracks.
There are re-recordings of
“Mama Kin” and “Dream On,”
three new songs, and several

novel down into its different elements, the pieces are just ordinary—they wouldn’t really work
with anything but the rest of the
pieces of “The Umbrella Academy”. The ﬂashbacks of the past
serve to foreshadow upcoming
events, and while sometimes it
feels as though the reader is missing something, the comic manages bring everything together
in a manner much like that of a
conductor of an opera. The story
brings laughter to the end of the
world and tragedy to the ultimate
victory, and shows that even super heroes are still trying to ﬁnd
themselves. The Umbrella Academy brings music into comics,
and while it’s not My Chemical
Romance, it’s still extraordinary.
Look for the Umbrella Academy in their next adventure,
“Dallas” which hits comic book
stores late November of this year.

http://www.darkhorse.com

http://www.mywii.com.au

Moving into the main set
songs or the Aerosmith master
tracked songs is where the game
drastically changes for the better. Instead of the predictable
singer from the previous songs,
Steven Tyler in digital glory takes
the microphone in an exaggerated but acceptably accurate
form, along with the rest of the
band (Joe Perry, Brad Whitford,
Tom Hamilton, Joey Kramer) in
a similar fashion.
Playing through the songs
with Aerosmith shows off the
intensive motion sensor work
that Activision invested in for
“Guitar Hero: Aerosmith”; Steven Tyler is seldom standing
still or doing the same thing,
but constantly jumping around
the stage in prowess and lead
guitarist Joe Perry is following
suit, wailing out and even within the first set is showing off his
ridiculous antics on stage. That
being said, the visuals for the
player are more a passing image
as, in all guitar-based games,
the focus is on the notes flying
down the screen. For the audience, conversely, this must be a
very engaging spectacle.
The difficulty of the songs
throughout the game feels inconsistent with several of the
opening act songs being harder
than the Aerosmith set; one reason for this is due to Joe Perry’s
fundamental guitar work, which
appears to be very power chord
heavy. That being said, the music is still challenging without
necessarily being impossible.
This is kinder to people who
have only become interested in

solo pieces from Joe Perry. One
of these solo pieces is, unfortunately, a Guitar Battle which,
much like “Guitar Hero III”, is
still ridiculous and honestly,
at the time, didn’t seem even
worth playing as now I have the
option to skip it.
One major problem comes
with the length of the games and
extra content, as there is little to
none. Guitars, costumes, alternative characters aside, there
are a mere fraction of the extra
songs available in “Guitar Hero
II” or “Guitar Hero III,” to which
“Guitar Hero III” has continually added with downloadable
content (DLC). Essentially, the
player is paying for the disc
alone with little promise of additional hits. There is some additional footage of Aerosmith
interviewing for the game which
can be pretty candid, but it isn’t
a saving grace.
To put the game in perspective, it is as fun and entertaining as Guitar Hero should be,
but without the benefit of being
loaded with an excess of content. If this became a cheaper
DLC later on, hopefully with
a $29.99 price tag, it would
seem reasonable to buy, but as
it stands, “Guitar Hero: Aerosmith” is a game left to only the
most hardcore Guitar Hero fans
or devout Aerosmith fans looking for something to do.

Writer Rating: 2.5 elephants
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Connecting With Your Roommate
Melissa Brumbaugh
Guest Writer
If you have been at Rose for
at least a week, you have probably already washed a load of
laundry, and you think you finally have a handle on life at
college. This also means that
you have spent at least a week
living with a complete stranger. Sometimes things work out
well, and you become the best
of friends, but, other times,
things do not go as well as
you planned. If you fall into
the latter category hopefully
I can share a bit of wisdom to
smooth things out.
The biggest issue that usually arises between roommates
is lack of communication.
When you live with someone,
no matter how well you get
along, problems will arise. If
you do not deal with these issues quickly and openly, they
will fester. Something as small
as how posters are arranged
can turn into something big
really fast. You have to live with
this person for a whole year.
Establish some sort of discussion regularly so that when the
big problems hit you are not
suddenly faced with trying to
remember your roommate’s
name.
Oftentimes, a deal breaker
for a great roommate relationship is consideration, or lack
thereof. If your roommate has
class at 8 a.m., he’s not going
to appreciate your 3 a.m. game

of “Guitar Hero III.” Try to prevent problems like this before
they start by thinking about
your roommate’s situation. If
you would not like someone
depriving you of the four hours
of sleep you do get, try to treat
your roommate with the same
consideration. A good idea is
to set some sort of “lights out”

“

If your roommate has class at
8 a.m., he’s not
going to appreciate your 3 a.m.
game of “Guitar
Hero III.”

”

time that is agreeable to both
sides.
Another
main
problem
everyone
faces
is
the
organization dilemma. If you
are a bit of a neat freak and your
roommate’s
organizational
habits are not quite up to
your standards, try to form
some sort of middle ground.
The easiest way to avoid an
argument over cleanliness
is to divide the room. He is
not going to want to vacuum
daily, but he may be willing
to keep his filth on his side
of the room. You may have to
promise not to start organizing
his sock drawer, but if you save

the sanctity of your side of the
room it may be worth it.
One other setback from an
otherwise peaceful cohabitation is the great music debate.
You like country, your roommate likes heavy metal; the
easy solution: headphones.
Now, the same problem comes
around when it is time to relax
in front of the TV; this time,
no headphones for a solution. The best way to handle
this is to decide which shows
you cannot live without and
try to agree on who gets the
TV when, before the season
premiers start, you miss your
favorite one because you were
fighting over who gets the remote, and end up accidentally
breaking it.
If all else fails and you absolutely cannot get along with
your roommate, the best thing
to do is talk to your Resident
Assistant. Their job is to help
you resolve conflict and make
your floor as enjoyable as possible. They can help facilitate
communication and compromise between the two of you.
Now that you are in college,
you are considered an adult
and hopefully this bit of advice
helps you to maintain some
of that adult dignity when it
comes time to resolving conflict. Simply put, respect your
roommate. If you remember
this and you are open to communication and compromise,
all should work out swimmingly.
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Dealing With Grief
Christopher Smith
Former Staff
Counselor
[Editor’s Note: This article originally ran in the April 11th, 2008
issue of The Rose Thorn following
the death of two students. In light
of recent events, it was felt that the
article would be beneﬁcial to the
student body.]
In light of recent events, it seems
that this would be an important
time to talk about grief. Although
we all experience it, it is important
to note that not everyone grieves
in the same way.
Often people experience a sense
of shock or denial. When this happens, a person may feel numb or
not know how to react. This may
feel disconcerting, but keep in
mind that it will pass with time.
You may also feel anger at the situation. It is ok to feel angry, and you
should keep in mind that this will
dissipate in time. A sense of guilt
about things you wish you would
have said or done is also natural
and forgiving yourself is part of
healing. Experiencing depression
may also be part of the grieving
process. You may lose interest in
daily activities and ﬁnd that you
are struggling to complete simple
tasks. Remember, each of these
emotions is a common reaction to
loss.
In addition, many people experience behavioral or physical
reactions. It is not uncommon to
experience bouts of crying, have
trouble sleeping, or have changes
in eating habits. You may feel like

you want to pull away from social
interactions or experience restlessness. These are common reactions
and you may experience one or
more of them.
As you grieve, the entire Rose
family grieves with you. As you experience these reactions, remember to express what you are feeling.
By allowing these feelings to come
out you will be able to better address them and keep them from
becoming overwhelming. Don’t be
afraid to reach out to friends and
ask for their help and to accept
support when it is offered. Leaning
on one another can help everyone
move through the grieving process. If you feel that you are having trouble seek out help through
friends, campus staff, counseling,
or support groups. Each of these
can be valuable resource.
If you have a friend who is grieving there are ways to help them as
they move through the process.
Often the simple act of calling,
writing, or being near them can remind them that they are not alone.
Another way to help is to sit and
listen. Allowing them to share their
feelings about the loss can help
them release some of their emotions. Lastly, if you see that your
friend is having trouble be willing
to help them reach out to others
who are trained to help individuals
who are grieving.
This information is not intended
to diagnose, treat, or prevent any
disease or disorder. Nor is it intended to replace a consultation with a
mental health provider.
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Bacon
Christine Price
Opinions Editor
So, I ate at that Noble Roman’s place the other
day. And although I rather enjoyed it, I can’t help
but feel they didn’t perfectly hone in on their target
audience. In this day and age, companies spend
millions of dollars on market research, and they
can tell you which colors 43 year old women, who
are married to accountants and who have been to
Paris 1.4 times, like best. They can tell you what
phone dimensions teenagers ﬁnd hippest. And

OPINIONS

seriously. Mark Minster

yet, they didn’t realize that college students, especially Rose college students, would want a slot in
the heating tray ﬁlled with warm, delicious bacon
pizzas? I can’t think of a single Rose student that
isn’t crazy about bacon. Except vegetarians. And
people that have religious rules against it. And
people that don’t like bacon. And people that like
bacon, but aren’t crazy about it. Other than those
groups of people, everyone is crazy about it. Why
else would their be bacon mints, bacon wallets,
bacon salt, and bacon vodka? So, Noble Romans,
how about it?

http://www.mcphee.com/items/11476.html

Forget putting steak on your wounds. Speed up the healing process with tasty, tasty bacon!

Letter to the editor
Blame Washington, not environmentalists for corn ethanol:
I totally agree that corn-based
ethanol is an absolutely horrible
idea. However, don’t blame environmentalists, blame
Washington. In their
inﬁnite wisdom to
make it look like they
were doing something
for both foreign oil and
the environment, they
have created an even
bigger problem.
Look at any cornethanol report and you
will ﬁnd that you barely get more energy out
of corn ethanol than
you put in. Factor in
land use change and
you will ﬁnd that it is
actually a net-carbon
emitter! However, this
is not how Washington
sold it to the public.
Yes, some environmentalists
ignorantly endorsed corn ethanol. However, many others, like
James Lovelock, have called it a
“monumentally stupid idea”. If
original environmental ideas like
higher mileage standards and
carbon taxes had gotten through
Washington, we wouldn’t be in
the foreign oil bind we are in today. Western Europe uses both
of these policies and their average mpg is already 35 mpg: that
would be our “goal” by 2020. Using as much public transporta-

tion as Europeans alone reduces
our dependence on imported oil
by more than 40% [APTA]. Yes,
the U.S. is more spread out than
Europe…whose fault is that?

“

only feed 3.5 billion people.
However, if everyone lived like
Indian people, mostly vegetarians, the world would be able to
feed about 10.5 billion people!
Basically, lowering the
grain demand by lowering
meat consumption would
do the opposite of corn
ethanol for food prices.
In fact, the Sustainability
Club had a table at the
Wellness Fair to encourage
lowering meat consumption for world hunger, the
environment, and health.
So please, don’t blame
environmentalists for the
food shortage, blame the
people who want to look
like
environmentalists:
Washington!

You barely get more
energy out of corn
ethanol than you put
in. Factor in land use
change and you will
ﬁnd that it is actually a
net-carbon emitter!

”

Does this excuse explain our low
mpg standards?
Furthermore, it is even more
outrageous to blame starvation
on environmentalists because
there are many, like me and
those in the Sustainability Club,
who don’t eat meat. It’s called
economic and environmental
vegetarianism and has nothing
to do with animal rights. The
reality is that if everyone copied our American eating habits,
which leads the world in meat
consumption, the world could

The Rose Thorn

Sincerely,
Jared Moore
President, Sustainability Club

Have opinions?

Send them to
opinions@
rose-hulman.edu

Lest what I wrote last quarter
about Montreal be construed as
unkind, let me be clear. I fell for
that city the minute I checked into
my hotel.
I ﬂopped onto the king-sized
bed and ﬂipped between two
shows that were broadcast in
French: the last innings of a lopsided Blue Jays game and the
original, campy “Batman.” Baseball commentators improve when
they’re in another language, I
learned, because you don’t need
to know exactly what they’re saying to catch their unique blend of
trite and smug. And “Batman” in
French is a miracle. I may have
been a bit let down at the absence of subtitles for “Biff!” “Pow!”
Splat!” and “Zowie!” (so I’ll suggest
now: “Boeuf!” “Peaux!” “Splatte!”
and “Jouez!”), but if I have to explain why Adam West beating up
the Riddler’s henchmen while
wisecracking in dubbed French is
funny, then you might as well stop
reading. The whole Thorn. The
whole year.
Baseball and Batman worked
up my appetite, so I wandered
out onto Sainte Catherine Street
in search of dinner. Ste. Catherine
is now one of my favorite streets,
and it’s not even the best in Montreal. It was July, and there was a
street fair that afternoon, so the
road was closed to cars, and for
block after block, vendors had
table after table of reams of bright
fabric, music, books, trinkets,
gadgets, stuff. That gathering of
people may have been the single
most diverse group of folks I’ve
ever seen in one place: Americans
and Canadians and tourists from
every continent. I heard at least
a dozen languages: the obvious
French and English, but Spanish
and Russian, Hebrew and Arabic,
Hindi, Chinese, Korean, Japanese,
and German, an African language,
Vietnamese. Not that I can speak

these—English keeps me pretty
busy—but it was a heady brew.
The many colors and textures, the
dazzling sounds.
(In the story of the Tower of Babel, the book of Genesis depicts
the multiplicity of human languages as divine punishment for
our basic human tendency to get
a little uppity. Maybe that’s one
justiﬁcation some people have for
being fearful of people who are
different, for being in a crowd of
people speaking multiple tongues,
bewildered and panicked at the
anonymity, the contingency, the
shufﬂe. If our differences are
some kind of curse, after all, then
maybe they exist only to be overcome. And yet, careful readers will
note that, in Genesis, every divine
punishment works to deepen human culture. The story of the exile
from Eden, for example, presents
manual labor and child-rearing
as curses, which shallow readers
take at face value. Others get the
irony: this world, postlapsarian
and messy, is the only one where
love is possible.)
I ate hot bagels and deli meats
in Montreal, emblems of urban
Jewish culture. I ate madeleines
with espresso, those Proustian
remembrances of the old country
in the Nouvelle France. And that
ﬁrst night, on Rue Ste. Catherine,
I trusted a Vietnamese chef to
clean and chop for me beef tripe
and sweetbreads and tendons
and strips of ﬂank, ladling them
into a steaming anise-ﬂavored
broth with wide noodles. The dish
is called pho, pronounced “fuh,”
and it comes with little bowls
around it, lots of them—sprouts,
herbs, limes, peppers, ﬁsh sauce
and vinegar, all powerful smells
that were perfect on their own in
their little bowls, and perfect in
that one big bowl I slowly worked
my way through, savoring every
ﬂavor uniquely, and all together.

Support another
varsity team

Tim Boyer

Copy Editor
This past summer I was here
in Terre Haute, working at the
Sports and Recreation Center.
One afternoon, the women’s
volleyball team had a home
scrimmage. Being the fan of
Rose-Hulman and volleyball
that I am, I took responsibility
for operating the scoreboard;
my excuse to watch the game
while getting paid. Under usual
circumstances, this would prevent from me being the true
heckler that I am, and I didn’t
treat this any differently.
As anyone would expect, no
one was really here at the time
except for other athletic teams,
getting ready for the fall season.
In the midst of the first set, I noticed a louder background noise
behind me. Lo and behold, the
men’s soccer team was sitting
high up in the stands behind
me, enjoying the same match
that I was.
What made this even better
was the fact that they did not
just sit there, but they were involved in the match, paying at-

tention, cheering on good plays
and of course, yelling at the referees when they didn’t understand the call.
It was very refreshing to see
one varsity team (all wearing their Rose-Hulman soccer
t-shirts) supporting another
varsity team in full force. From
what I could tell, every member
of the men’s soccer team was
there, together, cheering on the
volleyball team. I hope that this
will become a trend. Personally, I believe you learn to support your own team and your
teammates by supporting other
teams.
While I know all too well that
any Rose student’s life is already
busy, any game is helpful. Personally, I plan games into my
schedule so that I can attend.
While I would be enthralled if
others followed suit, I do not
expect others to do that, simply
because my interests are different from everyone else’s.
Again, I applaud the efforts
made by the men’s soccer team
and hope this will become a
new tradition, carried out for a
long time.
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Engineer Scoreboard
Men’s Soccer
4-2

Liz
Ridgway

Women’s Tennis
3-1 (1-1)

August 29
Rose-Hulman
at Greenville College

1
3

August 30
Rose-Hulman
vs. Principia College

1
5

August 30
Rose-Hulman
5
vs. Kentucky Wesleyan U 4
Rose-Hulman
vs. Brescia College

8
1
Tim Boyer

September 3
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

0
1

September 6
Rose-Hulman
at Kalamazoo College

1
0

September 7
Rose-Hulman
at Finlandia College

4
1

September 10
Wabash College
at Rose-Hulman

1
3

August 31
IU-Southeast Tournament
New Albany, IN
four top two

September 6
Rose-Hulman
8
vs. Anderson University 1
Rose-Hulman
3
vs. Manchester College 6

Volleyball
4-4

Women’s Soccer
4-2
August 29
Rose-Hulman
at Greenville College

6
5

August 30
Rose-Hulman
vs. Illinois College

2
3

August 30
Rose-Hulman
vs. Principia College

0
3

August 30
Rose-Hulman
vs. Bethany Lutheran

3
2

September 3
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

4
5

August 31
Rose-Hulman
vs. Iowa Wesleyan

0
3

September 6
Rose-Hulman
at Kalamazoo College

2
3

August 31
Rose-Hulman
vs. U. of Dubuque

1
3

September 7
Rose-Hulman
at Finlandia College
September 10
St. Mary-of-the-Woods
at Rose-Hulman

10
0

0
6

September 5
Rose-Hulman
vs. Earlham College

3
0

September 6
Rose-Hulman
3
vs. Huntingdon College 1

Football
1-0
September 6
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

September 5
Rose-Hulman
3
vs. Wilmington College 1

35
42

September 6
Rose-Hulman
vs. U. of NW Ohio

Men’s Cross Country
September 6
Wabash College Hokum Karem
Crawfordsville, IN

4th of 9

0
3

Copy Editor
Breaking a school record is a
pretty big deal, more so than Ron
Burgandy claims to be. It’s even
more amazing when you tie your
own record two games later. Senior civil engineering major and
forward Liz Ridgway, scored four
of the five Rose-Hulman goals in
the game against Earlham September 3rd, breaking a school record for goals scored by a single
player in a game. Then this past
Wednesday, she repeated the feat
in the 6-0 win over St. Mary-ofthe-Woods College.
Ridgway arrived with the Class
of 2010 as a transfer student from
Northwestern, where she was a
part of the Division I soccer program at the school. She has since
been playing basketball and soccer, making an impact on both
programs. Ridgway took the time
to answer some questions for The
Rose Thorn.

Rose Thorn: How long have you
been playing soccer?
Liz Ridgway: I have been playing
soccer since I could run. I have
an older sister, Sylvia, and was always trying to keep up with her.
When I was younger, they didn’t
have little girl leagues, so my sister and I played with the boys.
She was the goalie and I was the
forward so it was convenient for
practicing my shots.

RT: How was it playing the
NCAA Division III Soccer Tournament last year?
LR: It was amazing. I was so
proud of the team and all of our
accomplishments last year. To
have played with a team that had
the caliber of players that they
had, and an unbelievable coaching staff was such an honor. It
was fun that we had accomplished all of our team goals and
that we were the first soccer team
in history, both men and women,
to make it as far as we did.
RT: Besides playing in the NCAA
tournament, is there a game
that is special or meaningful to
you?

RT: What’s the most meaningful award or recognition that
you’ve received?
LR: Of all the honors that I have
had, the one that means the most
to me is to be one of this year’s
captains. We have a group of killer athletes and everyone cares for
one another. It is nice that we can
all be friends and teammates. Im
proud to be their captain, and
hopefully between me and Jen
Lyman (the other captain), we
can lead our team to a winning
season and another HCAC championship.

RT: How has participating in a
varsity sport had an effect on
your experience at Rose?
LR: I loved playing soccer here
so much, I also joined basketball as a sophomore, and then
track as a junior. I just keep adding sports each year that passes.
I enjoy playing each sport, it
keeps me in shape, and I do well
in school because of my busy
schedule. I love playing for Rose
and I am proud to be a Fightin’
Engineer.

RT: Do you have any plans to
stay involved in soccer after
Rose?
LR: I’ll never be done with soccer, whether I’m coaching or
playing indoor [soccer]. As long
as my knees and ankles move, I’ll
be playing. I think I’m always going to try to stay active. If nothing

else I want to try a marathon one
day.
RT: How do you think the team
will do this year?
LR: Our team is awesome!! Even
though we joke about how few
numbers we have on our team,
we are mighty. As long as we
stay healthy, we will cause some
trouble for the other conference
teams. I wouldn’t be surprised at
all if we wind up on top again this
year.

RT: Two years ago, you transferred from Northwestern. How
was the soccer program there
different from here?
LR: It was a job. Here it is a hobby and a passion. Surprisingly, I
have more free time here playing 3 sports than I did playing
one there. I’m glad that my life
isn’t ruled by lifting schedules
and meetings about nutrition
and plays. Instead I get to play
the sport I love, be with people
who care, and get the education
I came to college for. The other
benefit here is that when you’re
on a bus ride and have a question about differential equations, everyone else on the bus
has taken it and knows what
your talking about. I did not
have the luxury of help on the
road while I was at Northwestern. Rose is definitely the school
for me.

RT: How has the team been
adjusting to the new coaching
staff?
LR: Emily Hakeman is great!
Because she was our assistant
coach, it made for an easy transition. We all knew her and respected her, and therefore trust her
coaching abilities. If you could
only hear her half-time talks, you
would understand what a great
coach she is. Twice now we have
been down at half-time and she
knew exactly what to say to help
us dig ourselves out of the hole
and come back for the win. She
is well-tempered, sensible, and
knows the game. All of which
makes for a wonderful women’s
coach.

Three Engineers earn HCAC Player of the Week Honors

Women’s Cross Country

Rose-Hulman News

September 6
Wabash College Hokum Karem
Crawfordsville, IN

LR: I was really happy to win
the Earlham game earlier this
year. Not only was it amazing to
break a school record, but it was
such an important game to me
to win. It was one of the 3 teams
we had lost to last year, so it was
nice to get revenge and win this
year. It was a complete battle
the entire game and I would not
have been able to be so successful with goals if it wasn’t for my
teammates. Annmarie Stanley
set me up perfectly, and Mary
Ellenberger made some key
game-winning saves. It was a
complete team effort, and it was
nice to rally and come back for
the win.
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Women’s Golf
August 29
Transylvania University
Terre Haute, IN

2nd of 2

September 6-7
Anderson University
Anderson, IN

5th of 9

Rose recorded three Heartland Collegiate Athletic Conference Players of the Week for the
first week of the 2007-08 athletic
season, in results released by the
league office.
Junior golfer Stephanie Harrington, senior soccer player Liz
Ridgway and junior football safety Kyle Stevens were honored for
their efforts last weekend.
Harrington finished fourth
overall and first among HCAC
golfers to lead Rose-Hulman’s
effort at the Anderson University Invitational on Saturday and
Sunday.

Harrington fired rounds of 77
and 79 to help lead Rose-Hulman to a third-place finish. She
has previously earned a pair of
all-conference honors from the
league during her career.
Ridgway set a new school
record with four goals in last
Wednesday’s 5-4 victory over
Earlham College. She currently
leads the Engineers with five
goals, four assists and 14 points.
Ridgway’s career features a
pair of first-team all-HCAC honors. The Engineers captured the
2007 HCAC regular season and
postseason tournament titles
to reach the NCAA Division III
Tournament for the first time in

a Rose-Hulman women’s sport.
Stevens hauled in a pair of interceptions, including one in the
final 90 seconds, to help the Engineers defeat Earlham 42-35 in
football on Saturday night.
Stevens snagged an interception and returned it 28 yards to
the eight-yard line with 1:13 remaining, setting up the eventual
game winning touchdown on a
one-yard plunge by Derek Eitel
just three plays later.
On the evening, Stevens tallied 11 tackles with eight solo
stops. He also had a secondquarter interception that led to
an Engineer touchdown just two
plays later.

IIX

FLIPSIDE
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The AP style guide is always in use here-it’s a nice coaster

Rose Girls vs. Rose Guys

What they’re thinking when they Facebook stalk each other
Matt Melton
I Wouldn’t be Facebook Friends with Me
Have you ever been surﬁng Facebook when suddenly, you think to yourself, “I wonder what Rose students are thinking while they’re Facebook stalking each other?” Of course you haven’t, because you’re not
crazy. But! Luckily for you, it’s my job to be a little mentally disturbed. Therefore, I hereby present to you
the ﬁrst installment of a new column that will most likely never see the light of day again: Rose Girls vs.
Rose Guys - What they’re thinking when they Facebook stalk each other.

Have you seen me?







































A Teenager is
Pregnant




















James Zhou
Pleads Not Guilty

If so, please call
1-800-SPEED-3

Top Ten signs
you’re adapting
to Rose-Hulman

Matt Melton
Still Adapting After All These Years

12. You see a door and you start thinking...“If the force exterted on
the far left side of the door by it’s spring is greater than the force exerted downward multiplied by the coefﬁcient of friction...”
11. You instinctively know how to make fun of civils.
10. You’ve almost forgotten how to apply make-up.
9. Napping in class is now an art form while sleeping at night is
shunned.

The nation is still shocked by the discovery of Bristol Palin, a girl
of a mere seventeen years who has managed to become pregnant.
Never before in this nation’s history, or in the entire history of humanity, has something like this been thought possible. In fact, this
miraculous, nay, incredulous event has even overshadowed the 2008
presidential election. Within hours of the discovery, all major news
outlets directed all their coverage to what some call a miraculous gift,
and what others claim to be an unthinkable abomination.
Dr. Igor Amious, a prominent gynecologist, expressed astonishment when she heard about the pregnancy on the news. “We have
never thought that pregnancy before the legally determined age of
consent was possible! It has certainly never happened in car seats
across the nation or with any frequency in inner city alleyways, and
most certainly not in unassuming parents’ bedrooms. In fact, the
medical community has always thought that pregnancy can only occur after a woman ingests the pink frosting on a wedding cake while
gold leeches into her bloodstream from a ring secured around the
fourth ﬁnger on her left hand. Perhaps she accidently tripped in a
pastry shop and got pricked with a splinter coated with gold foil?”
Mr. Demens, local democrat, believes differently. “This horrible
event is no doubt to punish this girl for being a Republican and opposing the message of the prophet Obama, all hail Change! She justly
deserved to be forced to spend her twenties raising a child instead of
doing much more important things, like partying and complaining
about the government.”
When the spokesman for the Palin family was contacted, he
shouted, “[Expletive deleted]! How are we gonna spin this? Who the
[expletive deleted] did the background check on this woman?” before
slamming down the phone.

Rosie gets top bunk

8. <Insert obligatory Rose goggles joke, followed by reference of me
getting slapped for it.>

6. You no longer ball up in the corner and shake uncontrollably at the
mention of the word “ﬁnals.”

“We need to design the triangle so its full of morals,
not carbon monoxide.”
— Dr. Minster, talking
about geometry and...I
have no freaking clue.
“Sometimes I wake up in
the morning and piss
pure excellence.” — Dr.
Mr. DeVasher, who really
does piss excellence: Pure
Wacky Prof Quote excellence.
“I don’t know why I’ve got
the vampire thing going
on today, might have to
do with all the gnomes
running around campus.”
— Dr. Morris, whom I’d
avoid in the lunch line if
the ARA runs out of steak.
“Put a sticky note next to
your keys; ‘x is mass, y
is moles, I need to get a
life.’” — Dr. VanSchoiack,
already applying to be a
Wacky Prof Quote all-star.
“We’ve got a tree out here
tuned to that low ‘C’
when you hit it with a
baseball bat.” — Prof.
Turner, who will be tuning all lightpoles to F
sharp next week.

“You don’t need laptops in
class tomorrow. I know
that’s painful for some
of you, but try to control
your tears.” — Dr. Minster,
always caring about his
students’ feelings.

5. You know every free Rose t-shirt is just another day you can push
laundry back.
4. When you see a girl in the hallway of an all-male freshmen ﬂoor,
you instinctively swarm her until she’s surrounded.
3. You now own something modded with either more memory, more
power, or more missiles to ﬁre.

1. Girls now consider Monster an acceptable form of cologne – some
even ﬁnd it attractive…

“Humans don’t eat grass,
they just smoke it.” — Dr.
Clark, who teaches all
his classes via ﬁrst-hand
experiences...I think...

“Hangovers! That’s what’s
keeping you quiet!” — Dr.
Grigg, who always knows
what’s up with Rose’s lack
of a party scene.

7. You wear sweatpants to class three days in a row and are going
back to the bookstore for more.

2. You know copious amounts of useless information, such as the
name and a description of every Nerf gun on the market, or the entire
menu of Taco Bell, with prices, and its hours of operation.

Wacky prof quotes

Nick Easter - Poor guy got bottom bunk all year

At least the housekeepers
change the sheets for you

“Remember the beer ﬂows.
If beer just sits there,
nothing interesting happens” — Dr. VanSchoiack,
because I can never go one
issue without mentioning
alcohol. Never.

Hi di ho Rose-Hulman! Once again, I am here to remind you that all unattributed material was post-stable mindedly written by Matt Melton. A special thanks goes out to the random people everywhere that contributed this week, although it’s really not that special of a thanks.
Sorry. Anyone else hear of the new TV station in the works for Rose and its all too familiar name of RoseView? Following the rules of The Highlander...”There can be only one...May it be...The Flipside’s RoseView?” Or at least give this one a fake commercial...maybe? No? Ok...

